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Introduction

Background

• Hungarian shows differential object marking (DOM) in verb
morphology.

• Two transitive verb paradigms: one depends on a property of
the direct object.

• Direct objects are always marked accusative.

• What triggers DOM in Hungarian?
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Introduction Hungarian verb paradigms

Two transitive verb paradigms:  and 

“Subjective” and “objective” paradigms:

(1) Lát-sz
see-2.

egy
a

kutyá-t.
dog-

‘You see a dog.’

(2) Lát-od
see-2.

a
the

kutyá-t.
dog-

‘You see the dog.’

• Number and person agreement only with the subject in both
(1) and (2).

• “Agreement” with some property of the accusative/direct
object in (2): definiteness?
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Introduction Hungarian verb paradigms

Triggers

Triggers of the objective paradigm include:

• Definite determiners, demonstratives: a(z) ‘the’, ez a/az a
‘this’/‘that’.

• Most possessed direct objects.

• Certain (strong) quantifiers: valamennyi, mindegyik ‘each’.

• What’s the common property?

Today’s focus: possessed direct objects.
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Introduction Hungarian verb paradigms

Examples: possessive structures I

• Possession is marked on the possessed noun by a suffix:

(3) (a)
(the)

Mari
M.

kutyá-ja
dog-3.

‘Mari’s dog’

• Possessors can be nominative, (3), or dative, (4), (5):

(4) Mari-nak
M.-

egy
a

kutyá-ja
dog-3.

‘one of Mari’s dogs’

(5) Mari-nak
M.-

a
the

kutyá-ja
dog-3.

‘Mari’s dog’
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Introduction Hungarian verb paradigms

Examples: possessive structures II

• Possessors do not have to be spelled out, (6):

(6) a
the

kutyá-m
dog-1.

‘my dog’

• Dative possessors appear in the mihi est-construction:

(7) Mari-nak
M.-

van
is

kutyá-ja
dog-3.

‘Mari has a dog’
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Introduction Hungarian verb paradigms

Possessives: Summary

(8) (a)
(the)

Péter
P.(-)

barát-ja
friend-3.

(nominative possessor)

‘Peter’s friend’

(9) Péter-nek
P.-

egy /
one /

a
the

barát-ja
friend-3.

(dative possessor)

‘a friend of Peter’s’ / ‘Peter’s friend’

(10) egy
one

barát-ja
friend-3.

(null possessor)

‘a friend of his’, not: # ‘his friend’

Most possessed objects trigger the objective paradigm. How?
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Introduction Current approaches

Approaches to the objective paradigm

Two main approaches:
• Syntactic

• Bartos (1999): all and only DPs require the objective paradigm.
• Requires projectional economy, DP only appears when needed.
• Structure is the only relevant aspect.

• Semantic
• Coppock and Wechsler (2012), Coppock (2012): a feature []

on certain lexical items triggers the objective paradigm.
• Feature is passed on in the structure to higher projections.
• Challenges the DP hypothesis, makes interpretational

predictions.
• But: [ +] is not definiteness!
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Introduction Current approaches

Example: Bartos (1999)

• For Bartos, if a noun phrase doesn’t have a determiner in D, it
only projects NP, NumP, QP, etc.:

(11) a. [DP a
the

[NP bicikli-t
bike-

]]

‘the bike’
b. [NumP egy

one
[NP bicikli-t

bike-
]]

‘a bike’

• Only (11a) triggers the objective paradigm.
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Introduction Current approaches

Example: Coppock (2012)

• Coppock assumes that [] is a lexical feature that percolates
up in the syntax.

• Some determiners and the possessive suffix are [ +].

• Coppock (2012: 23f.):

(12)
....

[ +]
.

.... ..
[ +]

.

....
titk-od

secret-2..

....

....
minden
every

(13)
....

[ −]/[ +]
.

.... ..
[ +]

.

....
titk-od

secret-2..

....
[ −]

.

....
néhány
some
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Improving the theory Problems with current approaches

Problems I: DP hypothesis, Bartos (1999)

Pros:
• Gets structural correlations right:

• Certain possessive constructions require possessor extraction.

Cons:
• Stipulation of some projectional properties:

• 1st, 2nd pronouns are not DPs.
• Reflexives are DPs.
• minden ‘every’ — no DP vs. valamennyi ‘each’ — DP!
• The quantifiers have the same syntactic distribution.
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Improving the theory Problems with current approaches

Problems II: Coppock’s (2012) semantic approach

Pros:

•  gets semantic correlations right, because

• (Nearly all) objective paradigm triggers carry an existence
presupposition (“”!).

Cons:

• Structure does play a role!

• Predicts wrong distribution of paradigms w.r.t. possessive
structures.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessive structures

• Coppock (2012) suggests the possessive suffix () is [ +]
and that it provides an existence presupposition:

(14) a. macská-ja
cat-3.
‘his/her cat’

b. λx.λy.[:>> [y : (y) ∧ (x, y)]]
(Coppock 2012: 21, emphasis added)

18
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessive structures: Problems I

• Presuppositions are constant under negation. (15a) should
presuppose (15b) if Coppock (2012) is right.

(15)

a. Mari-nak
M.-

nincs
.

macská-ja.
cat-3.

‘Mari doesn’t have a cat.’
b. Mari has a cat.

• (15a) means something like (16):

(16) ¬∃x[(x) ∧ (m, x)]

19
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessive structures: Problems II

Possessives can appear with the subjective paradigm, under certain
conditions:

• The possessor has to be extracted.

• Extracted possessors are dative when spelled out.

• Possessor and possessum do not form a constituent.

→ Using both [ +]/[ −] is not necessary.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessive structures: csak-test

Testing constituency:

• csak-test from Szabolcsi (1994):

(17) *Csak
only

[DP Mari-nak
M.-

macská-ja]
cat-3.

nincs.
.

intended: ‘Only Mari doesn’t have cat.’

(18) Csak Mari-naki nincs [DP t i macská-ja].
‘Only Mari doesn’t have a cat.’

Adjacent strings do not necessarily form constituents.

(19) Nincs
.

Mari-nak
M.-

macská-ja.
cat-3.

‘Mari doesn’t have a cat.’
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessives with the subjective paradigm I

Minimal pairs with subjective/objective paradigm:

• The subjective paradigm correlates with a non-specific
interpretation.

(20)

a. %Olvas-t-unk
read-1.

Pál-nak
P.-

öt
five

vers-é-t.
poem-3.

‘We read five of Pál’s poems.’
b. Olvas-t-uk

read-1.
Pál-nak
P.-

öt
five

vers-é-t.
poem-3.

‘We read Pál’s five poems.’
(cf. Bartos 1999, Coppock 2012)
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessives with the subjective paradigm II

Prediction: (20a) should be much worse if the possessor and the
possessum form a constituent.

(21) ⁇Csak
only

[Pál-nak
P.-

öt
five

vers-é-t]
poem-3.

olvas-t-unk.
read-1.

intended: ‘We only read five of Pál’s poems.’

(22) Csak
only

[Pál-nak
P.-

öt
five

vers-é-t]
poem-3.

olvas-t-uk.
read-1.

‘We only read five of Pál’s poems.’

→ The syntactic structure does play a role in paradigm choice.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessives with the subjective paradigm III

Coppock (2012: 24) assumes [ +], [ −] can both appear on
direct object NPs which leads to “hesitation and uncertainty”
among speakers.

• What if there’s no modifier at all?

(23) a. Lát-ok
see-1.

valaki-d-et.
someone-2.

‘I see someone of yours.’ (non-specific)
b. Lát-om

see-1.
valaki-d-et.
someone-2.

‘I see someone of yours.’ (specific)
(cf. Coppock 2012: 18)

• Coppock (2012) rules out the subjective paradigm in (23).
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Possessives with the subjective paradigm III

(24)
....

VP
.

.... ..
V′
.

.... ..
DP, [ +]

.

.... ..
DP
.

....
valaki-d-et

someone-2.
[ +]

.

....
ø

possessor
.

....
V
.

....
lát-ok

see-1.

.
....…
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Interim summary

• Dative possessors have to be extracted for the subjective
paradigm to appear.

• Coppock’s (2012) analysis does not include such structural
information (cf. (20)),

• it can not account for all variation in possessive structures (cf.
(23)),

• and it makes wrong predictions about presuppositions (cf. (15)).
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

A solution

How to solve this?

• The relevant feature is in D0 and can be “activated.”

• Possessors in the DP always make D0 [ +].

• Possessors move to DP for feature checking.

• Extracted possessors have to leave through a lower projection,
don’t pass DP.

•  does not provide semantic content apart from a 
relation.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Nominative possessors

• Nominative possessors are in SpecDP.

• They make D0 [ +], i.e. the object triggers the objective
paradigm.

(25)
....

DP, [ +]
.

.... ..
D′
.

.... ..
PossP

.

.... ..
Poss′

.

....
macská-ja
cat-3.

.

....
DP
.

....
Mari

.

....
D
.

....
[ +]

.

....
DP
.

....
Mari
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Dative possessors

If they form a constituent, dative possessors are in a higher SpecDP:

(26) Pál-nak
P.-

öt
five

vers-é-t
poem-3.

‘Pál’s five poems’

(27) ..[DP1 Pál-naki. [DP2 [ +]. [ P.-naki. [NumP öt [ … [NP vers-é-t ]]]]]]

This checks [ +] in the lower D0.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Interim summary

• This approach implements why possessors have to be extracted
for non-specific readings (cf. csak-test),

• takes into account structural correlations,

• does not need [ −] to explain variation and

• makes strong predictions!
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Predictions I

• Variation between paradigms has strict structural correlates:
• No nominative possessors with the subjective paradigm.

• Possessors that form a constituent always check [ +].

•  do not have to trigger the objective paradigm.

• If a modifier is unspecified for [], it should be able to
co-occur with  in the subjective paradigm.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Predictions II

There should be possessed direct objects with:

• minden ‘every’, néhány ‘some’, etc. and the subjective paradigm,

• but only with extracted (dative) possessors.

(28) a. … Minden
every

bánat-od-at
sorrow-2.

elereszte-sz
let go-2.

…
…

‘You let go of all your sorrows …’
(http://bit.ly/WJA9YN, 07/01/13)

b. Minden
every

problémá-já-t
problem-3.

megold-unk!
solve-1.

‘We solve all your problems!’
(http://bit.ly/RC1jnH, 07/01/13)

• Coppock (2012) rules these out by principle.
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Improving the theory A hybrid approach: [] in DP

Predictions III

A few more examples:

(29) Az
the

egri
Eger-

kávés-nak
coffee seller-

két
two

lány-á-t
girl-3.

ismér-ek.
know-1.
‘I know two of the coffee seller’s daughters.’

(folk song, cited in Rácz 1968: 279)

(30) Petőfi-nek
P.-

három
three

arckép-é-t
portrait-3.

ismer-ek.
know-1.

‘I know three portraits of Petőfi.’
(János Arany, cited in H. Varga 2010: 49)
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Conclusions and Outlook

Conclusions

• The Hungarian objective paradigm depends on a formal feature
[] but also on structure.

• Its presence co-occurs with a specific interpretation of the
direct object.

• It is not, however, triggered semantically but by definite
determiners and, in general, a formal [] feature in D0 if
present.

• Outlook
• Syntax of the quantifiers minden ‘every’ and valamennyi ‘each’:

same distribution, different paradigms. Are they linked to D0?
• Complement clauses: some CP objects trigger the objective

paradigm.
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• Complement clauses: some CP objects trigger the objective

paradigm.
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Conclusions and Outlook

The bigger picture: DOM

Why is all this relevant?

• An instance of differential object marking (DOM) in verb
morphology.

• The “marked” paern shows a similar distribution as in other
languages.

• Hungarian does not conform to the constraint hierarchies in
Aissen’s (2003) OT analysis (cf. Bárány 2012).

• Connections to differential case marking? Scrambling? Object
shi?
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